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	By Category
		[image: ]BiosimulationBiosimulation is quantitative drug development, also known as modeling and simulation.

	[image: ]Data ScienceVisualize clinical and non clinical data to improve drug development decisions

	[image: ]RegulatoryIncrease efficiency for your regulatory preparation and submission process

	[image: ]Market AccessOvercome the challenges to demonstrating and delivering value effectively

	[image: ]Discovery InformaticsImprove discovery research data utilization and optimize design-make-test-analyze cycles

	[image: ]Data InnovationAdvanced Deep Learning Analytics and AI




	Phoenix™ PK/PD Platform
		[image: ]Phoenix WinNonlin™The industry gold-standard for pharmacokinetic / pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) analysis

	[image: ]Phoenix NLME™User-friendly and powerful nonlinear mixed effect modeling software

	[image: ]Phoenix™ IVIVC ToolkitEnhanced tools for in vitro-in vivo correlation studies to accelerate your drug development

	[image: ]PK Submit™Create complete pharmacokinetic (PK) regulatory submission-ready CDISC domains in minutes

	[image: ]Phoenix HostedPhoenix platform and Integral repository paired together for an end-to-end PK/PD validated SaaS offering in the cloud




	Pinnacle 21 Enterprise Software
		[image: ]Pinnacle 21Shorten protocol to submission times and improve end-to-end clinical trial data quality

	[image: ]Standards ManagementDefine, reuse & govern standards in our clinical metadata repository

	[image: ]CRF Design & EDC BuildDesign and visualize CRFS and build your EDC in under 6 weeks

	[image: ]External Vendor Data ExchangeReduce external vendor data timelines and get cleaner, higher quality data from vendors 

	[image: ]SDTM GenerationAutomate SDTM generation and make earlier informed decisions with rapid trial insights   

	[image: ]Define.xml & Reviewer’s Guide GenerationAutomate creation of define.xml and generate submission deliverables up to 80% faster

	[image: ]Clinical Data ValidationEnsure continuous compliance with in-stream data validation and monitor progress towards submission readiness




	Simcyp™ Mechanistic Modeling
		[image: ]Simcyp™ PBPK SimulatorSimcyp PBPK models describe the behavior of drugs in different body tissues, with each tissue considered a physiological compartment

	[image: ]Simcyp™ DiscoveryVersatile tool for translational modeling and simulation

	[image: ]Simcyp™ Secondary IntelligenceDe-risk your program with evidence-based secondary pharmacology insights

	[image: ]Simcyp™ Quantitative Systems Pharmacology PlatformPredict Clinical Outcomes for Novel Targets, Modalities & Combinations

	[image: ]Simcyp™ BiopharmaceuticsStreamline the identification and refinement of promising formulations in a cost-effective manner




	D360™ Scientific Informatics Software
		[image: ]D360Shorten the drug discovery design-make-test-analyze cycle with D360’s self service data and analytics




	Certara.AI Platform
		[image: ]Certara.AI PlatformSolve data silo problems while improving analytics capabilities that drive productivity and accelerated data discovery across life science R&D
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		[image: ]SoftwareSoftware to inform key safety, efficacy and efficiency decisions throughout the entire development process







	Services
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	Model-informed Drug Development
		[image: ]Modeling and Simulation ServicesEmpower complex decisions to streamline your path to approval with Certara’s leading quantitative analysis and predictive modeling

	[image: ]Biometrics and Data SciencesAchieve maximum value with expert support to extract insights from your biological data

	[image: ]Drug Development ServicesWe work alongside your team to inform critical decisions and set you up for regulatory and commercial success




	Regulatory Services and Medical Communications
		[image: ]Medical WritingDeliver successful submission documents on time, every time

	[image: ]Regulatory Consulting and Regulatory AffairsHaving the right regulatory strategy in place will save time and money, and may result in the acceleration of your drug development program

	[image: ]Regulatory OperationsAccelerate submission success with customized scalable solutions

	[image: ]Medical Affairs and Scientific Communications ServicesReach the right audience at the right time with expert planning and writing support

	[image: ]Transparency and DisclosureEnhance patient engagement and maintain compliance with data anonymization solutions

	[image: ]Plain Language DocumentsFrom informed consent forms to plain language summaries, these documents ensure that the public is informed about clinical studies, and understands the value of their participation. 

	[image: ]Document QualityEngage with our QC, formatting, and publishing experts to ensure high quality across all your documents

	[image: ]Submission LeadershipProtect your submission with comprehensive support from a proven team of experts




	Real World Evidence and Market Access Consulting
		[image: ]Real World Data SolutionsOur real world data solutions allow for niche needs identification, justifying access, differentiating value, quantifying an opportunity an demonstrating benefit/risk of your product

	[image: ]Decision Analytics and ModelingDetermine your products value with our best in class capabilities in modeling, simulation, mathematics & Bayesian statistics paired with advanced analytics frameworks & proprietary software

	[image: ]Health Economics and Outcomes Research (HEOR)Showcase the real-world value of your product

	[image: ]Market Access and PricingOptimal drug pricing and reimbursment strategy

	[image: ]US and EU Payer EngagementImplement your payer engagment strategy early and often for optimal reimbursment

	[image: ]Value and StrategyOptimize your product value, positioning and evidence synthesis across all stages of the reimbursement journey




	Specialty Areas
		[image: ]Cell and Gene TherapyDerisk and accelerate the development of your cell and gene therapies–from discovery to market access–through an integrated approach and unmatched expertise

	[image: ]PediatricsTackle pediatric drug development challenges head on to ensure safe and effective medicines to children with our team of multidisciplinary experts

	[image: ]OncologyTrust the experts who advanced 500+ oncology projects in 2021

	[image: ]Rare Disease and Orphan DrugOvercome the unique challenges in rare disease and orphan drug development through an integrated approach to modeling and simulation

	[image: ]Complex BiologicsMaximize program efficiencies and increase the likelihood of regulatory success with Certara’s unmatched experience and expertise in complex biologics







	About Us
	About UsOur Story

	Why Certara
		[image: ]ResponsibilityCertara is committed to understanding, monitoring, and managing our social and environmental responsibilities.

	[image: ]Regulatory AdoptionMany global regulatory agencies have adopted use of Certara’s Simcyp PBPK and Phoenix PK/PD platforms

	[image: ]LocationsDiscover our global office locations

	[image: ]LeadershipMeet our Executive Team and Board of Directors

	[image: ]PartnershipsOur Centers of Excellence, Technology Partners, & Software Global Distribution Partners




	Careers
	Investors
	News
	Privacy and Legal
		[image: ]Terms of UseAs a visitor to Certara.com users can view the terms and conditions of this site.

	[image: ]Privacy CenterOur Privacy Center makes it easy to see how we collect and use your information

	[image: ]Code of ConductOur Certara Code of Conduct ensures that we hold ourselves and our business practices to a high standard, allowing us to fulfill our obligations to the many stakeholders we serve.







	Resources
	ResourcesView All

	Scientific Content
		[image: ]Case StudiesLearn how we helped solve our client’s drug development challenges

	[image: ]White PapersRead our experts’ thoughts on the latest industry & regulatory trends

	[image: ]BlogsOur blogs examine key issues in biosimulation and regulatory science

	[image: ]ArticlesBylines and contributions from Certara’s thought leaders

	[image: ]AnnouncementsRead the latest happenings at Certara

	[image: ]PublicationsResearch authored by scientists at Certara

	[image: ]WebinarsCatch up on the latest trends & best practices during our educational, interactive webinars

	[image: ]On Demand WebinarsStay on the cutting edge of model-informed drug development & regulatory science trends on your time

	[image: ]ConferencesConnect with us during industry events at our booth or during our thought leadership presentations 

	[image: ]PodcastListen to our experts discuss drug discovery and development topics and trends

	[image: ]Success StoriesExplore our curated selections of thought-provoking blogs, white papers, case studies, and webinars
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	Support
	Training
		[image: ]Certara Customer EducationExplore on demand, live, and in-person PK/PD courses taught using Certara software Phoenix WinNonlin

	[image: ]Professional CertificationDemonstrate your PK/PD expertise by obtaining a Certara Professional Certification

	[image: ]Simcyp WorkshopsGet a solid grounding in mechanistic modeling and simulation
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            						 Simcyp™ PBPK Simulator

            												The Standard for Population-based
Physiologically Based Modeling and Simulation

																									 What’s New V23 
							
                           Simcyp versus Trial for KI drugs – FDA says yes 
            
					

				

			

				

				


	
				
			
       
        Predict Drug Performance from Virtual Populations with Simcyp Simulator: Your Gateway to Predicting Drug Performance

      										Welcome to the Simcyp Simulator, the pinnacle of pharmaceutical innovation! Our platform stands as the beacon of excellence in the realm of physiologically based pharmacokinetics (PBPK), empowering the industry with unparalleled capabilities in various critical domains:

The Simcyp Simulator accurately predicts drug behavior within the human body, aiding in various stages of drug development. This includes determining optimal dosing for first-in-human trials, optimizing clinical study designs, evaluating new drug formulations, predicting drug-drug interactions, and conducting virtual bioequivalence analyses.

The simulator incorporates extensive libraries on demographics, developmental physiology, and drug elimination pathways, along with advanced mechanistic organ models and compound files. It integrates in vitro data with in vivo outcomes to support informed decision-making and offers virtual population simulations reflecting diverse demographics, ethnicities, and disease states.

Version 23 Enhancements:

Regulatory Alignment: 

	Meet new regulatory guidelines, covering pH-dependent drug-drug interactions and therapeutic proteins.


Key Features and Applications:

	Predictive Capabilities: Assess drug PK in diverse populations for first-in-human dosing, study optimization, formulation evaluation, and drug-drug interaction predictions.
	Wide-ranging Applicability: Suitable for various drug types, including small molecules, biologics, ADCs, bispecifics, and oligonucleotides.


Innovative Simulator Components:

	Organ-Specific Models: Utilize advanced PBPK models for precise predictions across multiple organs.
	Demographic and Physiological Databases: Simulate diverse populations with varying demographics, ethnicities, and disease states.


Applications Across Drug Development Cycle:

	Early Predictions and Dosing: Facilitate early PK predictions, first-in-human dosing, and compound risk analysis.
	Special Population Dosing: Tailor dosing for pediatric, elderly, and impaired populations.
	Formulation and Bioequivalence Studies: Support virtual bioequivalence assessments and formulation optimization.
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												Most of the top 35 pharmaceutical companies are members of the Simcyp™ Consortium.  The FDA, EMA, PMDA and other regulators use the Simcyp Simulator.

											

											
												Join the Simcyp Consortium
											

										

																			

								

								
								
																							
								
									
										
											
												
												Analyze complex in vitro data using whole cell, tissue samples and solid dosage samples to assess the exposure, metabolism, transport, and dissolution/solubility of drugs

											

											
												Learn about the SIVA Toolkit
											

										

																			

								

								
								
																							
								
									
										
											
												
												Simcyp™ Animal is a PBPK modeling platform for rat, dog, mouse and monkey, used to explain drug behavior that would be difficult to obtain via in vivo experimentation.

											

											
												Learn more about Simcyp Animal
											

										

																			

								

								
								
																		

		

	


	
							
								
									
																									
																					Delivering on the promise of PBPK																				

																				In the last decade, PBPK modeling and simulation has soared in its use and applicability—Simcyp, working with its industry, academic and regulatory partners has led the way. The Simcyp Simulator is employed across the drug development cycle:

	For early pharmacokinetic determination of first-in-human dosing and to answer other translational questions;
	Leveraged to support strategic decision-making, the Simulator provides valuable information for designing clinical trials, to reduce trial size and complexity and to obtain clinical trial waivers;
	The Simulator quantitatively evaluates and predicts drug-drug interactions (DDIs) involving drug-metabolizing enzymes and membrane transporters, to evaluate PK variability as a function of ethnicity, organ impairment, and pharmacogenomics;
	It predicts dosing recommendations for different populations of patients, including pediatrics, geriatrics, ethnicities, organ impairment.


Adopted by 11 global regulatory agencies including the US FDA, Japan’s PMDA, UK’s MHRA and others, the Simcyp Simulator has been used to inform scores of drugs, replacing the need for clinical trials and providing prescribing information for approximately 300 label claims.



																					 View 100+ novel drugs informed by Simcyp Simulator 
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																					Speed Up Drug Development for Kinase Inhibitors: Free eBook																				

																				Download our free eBook, “Waiving Clinical Studies & Accelerating Drug Development for Kinase Inhibitor (KI) Drugs,” to uncover the power of Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling with Simcyp™ Simulator. Learn how PBPK modeling replaces clinical studies, enables precision medicine, garners FDA recognition, predicts real-world impacts, drives breakthroughs, and explores future potential. Accelerate your drug development journey today!



																					 Download Now 
																			

								

								
															


																	
								
									
																									
																					Unique Capabilities—Specialized Modules																				

																				Beyond the work within the Consortium, the Simcyp team has collaborated with other organizations and funded its own research to develop unique modules.  While connected to the Simulator, they require additional and optional licensing.

Specialized modules are:

	Simcyp Pediatric

Simcyp® Pediatric Simulator is the industry’s most sophisticated technology for modeling drug performance and determining dosing in neonates, infants, and children.  The Simulator contains extensive libraries on demographics, developmental physiology, and the ontogeny of drug elimination pathways.
	Simcyp Cardiac Safety Simulator (CSS)

CSS is a systems biology-driven modeling and simulation-based platform for the assessment of the pro-arrhythmic potency of drugs, new chemical entities, and other xenobiotics within the targeted clinical population.  It enables early assessment of cardiac liability and is used for both pre-clinical and clinical assessment of cardiac risk.


	Simcyp Long Acting Injectable (LAI)

LAI drug delivery provides advantages for specific drugs and patient types, including reduced toxicity, reduced dosing frequency and enhanced compliance. Simcyp’s LAI module is used to design experiments, narrow down promising formulation candidates, determine animal studies or clinical trials and fine-tune formulation based on study details.


	Simcyp Lactation

Unfortunately, dosing information for pregnant and lactating women is generally not available on the drug label. Simcyp has been focused on this topic, looking at women’s health across the gestational cycle.  Simcyp lactation module predicts drug exposure in the mother and the milk to be given to the child, allowing for proper dosing of this fragile population.
	Simcyp Designer

Simcyp Designer is a user friendly environment to quickly develop pharmacodynamic and/or quantitative systems pharmacology models and link them the Simcyp PBPK model and modify or expand those models.
	Virtual Bioequivalence

The Virtual Bioequivalence (VBE) module facilitates running a range of common BE studies incorporating within and between subjects variability and batch to batch formulation changes. It also allows conducting BE statistical analysis, assess power of virtual BE studies and determine clinically relevant dissolution safe space.




																					 Start a conversation 
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																					Gaining the Simcyp Advantage through Consultancy																				

																				Innovative mid and smaller biopharmaceutical companies can gain the advantages of the Simcyp PBPK Simulator outside of joining the Simcyp Consortium or attaining licenses.  Simcyp has a team of experienced and highly credentialed individuals that support smaller organizations on a per-project basis via consultancy.  Generally, we begin with a feasibility assessment to determine if the appropriate data is available to conduct the modeling & simulation with a full project to follow.

Example projects include:

	
Drug-drug interaction simulations – perpetrator and victim


	
Absorption modelling – formulation effects/bioequivalence, food effect


	
Dosing for special populations – pediatrics, elderly, organ impairment, disease conditions, ethnic differences


	
Evaluation of drug performance from extrinsic factors – smoking, alcohol


	
Novel routes of administration – dermal, inhalation, long-acting injectable, rectal, intravaginal


	
Biologics – mAbs, ADCs, other proteins, cytokine mediated DDIs


	
Virtual bioequivalence and formulations for complex generics


	
Early PK prediction, FIH dosing






																					 Learn about Simcyp PBPK Consulting Services 
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